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Assessment of the Programme outcomes of the department is measured not only through the Rank
obtained by the students in University examinations but also through the overall passing percentage of
them. Programme outcomes can be assessed through their rate of qualifying various competitive exams
like NET, SET and GATE. It was measured through their rate of enrolment in higher education and
Placement in different institutions as well. One of the tools to measure it through the awards and
recognitions gained by them in various intra and inter collegiate competitions.
The Programme Specific Outcomes are achieved by placement of students, their competence in
clearing competitive exams and entrance examinations and interviews conducted by various Universities

and institutes at National level. It can also be measured using their participation in presentation of their
research papers in Conferences held at National and International level and bagged Prizes. Students
active participation in organizing and running the programmes such as World Wildlife Week
Celebrations, Best Seminar Competition at departmental level widen their confidence. Enhancement of
the horizon of Subject is also made through the Guest Lectures / Slide Show which dealt with topics not
covered under Curriculum. Broader information about the subject achieved by the students after
conducting invited lecture series can also be taken as one of the parameters of programme specific
outcomes. Establishment of Zoological Society to run different programmes provides a platform for self
reliance, leadership qualities and decision making powers.
Course outcome can be measured by the questions raised routinely in teaching of the topics in
curriculum, separate Unit Test on each Course, a Common Test based on all Units after completion of
the Whole syllabii, skills of preparation of effective Seminar slides preparation and presentation.
Sometimes the arrangements of Quizzes foster the bond of their studies and coordination with others.
Soft skills aided in overall development, performance of Practicals, visit to places like Organ exhibitions,
hospitals for collection of Research Project work data, field visits enhance their experiential studies.
Sports Day and Annual Day bring out their hidden qualities and communication skills.

